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But, what is the nature of dark energy?
We have no theoretical motivation for it
The predicted value of vacuum energy
from particle physics is way off
Perhaps it can be safely removed, if we relax some
of our underlying assumptions about the Universe.
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Results: Dark Energy appears as a local
effect, due to the low matter density void.
Outside of the void w=0, dark energy =0,
dark matter=1

Void models LTB
Popular inhomogeneous models are the Lemaitre-Tolman- Bondi (LTB), which are
spherically symmetric but inhomogeneous (see e.g., Envquist 2008). Spatial variation in
matter density and Hubble rate can have the same effect on redshift as acceleration in a
perfectly homogeneous universe.
Bellido & Haugbølle 2008

Fine tuning: For this to be consistent with the
CMB, we must abandon the copernican
principle and live near centre of void, or within
a ~100kpc otherwise we would measure a
much larger CMB dipole.
However, these models are now also disfavoured by current cluster kinetic SZ data
e.g., Bull et al 2012
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To test isotropy we compare different positions on the sky at the same redshift.
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The CMB looks the same in all
directions (COBE).

The actual variations in the
temperature of the CMB are tiny.

LSS

z . 0.5

The distribution of large scale
structure, smoothed on large scaled
look isotropic, as measured by the
SDSS.
On smaller scales, at fixed redshift
there is lots of structure, which are
in good agreement with the
Millennium Simulation (performed
assuming homogeneity/isotropy).
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Space-time diagrams: Recall vertical lines
represent world lines (observers at rest), xdirection denote spatial coordinates (hyper
surfaces). Signals (e.g light from CMB) follow 45
deg. trajectories.
We make direct measurements along our past
light cone.
Measurements: To measure properties at different
locations on the hyper-surface, we would need
observes separated in space (not in causal
contact).
Testing Homogeneity: We need to reconstruct
some quantity measured on the past light cone,
to some earlier time within the past light cone.
The reconstructed quantity probes different
hyper-surface coordinates

Bonner & Ellis(1986)
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To test homogeneity we must compare 2 or more (different) locations in the
sky with different redshifts, and reconstruct some property of theirs to a
common redshift (or hyper-surface).
Kinetic SZ: Galaxy clusters contain an hot diffuse ICM which
interacts with the CMB (SZ effect). We can reconstruct the CMB
temperature, as seen from a nearby Galaxy Cluster, in particular
paying attention to the CMB photons which are bounced off the
ICM, and can be distinguished from CMB photons coming directly
toward us. This analysis is shows full consistency with
homogeneity, e.g., Bull et al (2012).
Thermal histories: Bonnor & Ellis (1986) suggested
comparing local stars with those in distant galaxies. Similar
stars would suggest similar thermal histories in widely
separated regions of the Universe.
SFRH: Comparing the Star Formation Rate Histories across cosmic
time, reconstructed from galaxy spectra, for widely separated galaxies,
at different redshift can also probe homogeneity
“Testing homogeneity with the fossil record of galaxies”
Heavens, Jimenez, Martens 2011

Overview

•Concordance cosmology & homogeneity.
•Extracting Star Formation Histories (SFH) from
galaxy spectra using VESPA.
•VESPA and voids.
•Using VESPA to test for homogeneity.
•Modeling assumptions.
•The student t-distribution as outliers.
•The full probability distribution.
•Homogeneity < 5.8%
•Conclusions.

Extracting SP with VESPA I
•

VErsatile SPectral Analysis (VESPA) Tojeiro et al 2007, Tojeiro et al
2009

•

Uses all available absorption lines and the continuum shape to
interpret the galaxy in terms of its star formation history, using the
latest synthetic and empirical stellar population models for both the
SDSS Luminous Red Galaxies, LRG and Main Sample Galaxies MGS
samples.

•

Improvement over previous software packages
(MOPED,STARLIGHT etc) because it uses adaptive binning to
determine the best number of recovered parameters without over
parameterising.

•

Recovered quantities: Mass(look-back time), Star formation rates
(look-back time), Metalicity(look-back time)
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VESPA and homogeneity
A cartoon of the VEPSA process as applied to SDSS LRGs. We assume that
LRGs form at approximately the same epoch, and have similar evolutions
histories. These assumptions form the basis of the homogeneity test.

We use VESPA to determine the rest-frame Star Formation Rates (SFR) as a
function of time. We compare the SFR histories of galaxies at different
redshifts (z=0,0.3,0.4) and positions on the sky, at some set higher redshift
denoted by 1,2,3,4,5.
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Sanity test: Can we use VESPA to quantify differences in stellar populations
for galaxy samples already identified to be different in the literature?
Fiona Hoyle et al (2012)
Data: SDSS main sample galaxies.
Galaxy void catalogue presented in Pan et al
(2011) using the ‘voidfinder’ algorithm.
Small scale SDSS voids ~10 Mpc/h
Smaller than the regions we will be examining
(~350Mpc/h)
Method: Compare the colour distribution of void
galaxies and wall galaxies.

Results: The colour distributions are broad, the
peaks are statistically different.
Void galaxies are bluer than wall galaxies.
We can use VESPA to quantify how such a shift in colour would
modify recovered values of SFR(time) or Mass(time)?

Voids with VESPA II
Data: Select SDSS galaxies from the VESPA database http://www-wfau.roe.ac.uk/vespa/
which can be made to include SFRH, galaxy colours, redshifts.
Method: Compare the average SFRH (full disclosure, normalised mass histories) of the
galaxies, binned in colour u-r. Examine the difference between neighbouring colour bins.
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Voids with VESPA II
Data: Select SDSS galaxies from the VESPA database http://www-wfau.roe.ac.uk/vespa/
which can be made to include SFRH, galaxy colours, redshifts.
Method: Compare the average SFRH (full disclosure, normalised mass histories) of the
galaxies, binned in colour u-r. Examine the difference between neighbouring colour bins.

SF R(u

r)

SF R(u1

r1 ) /SF R(u0 r0 )

Results: The peaks of the SFRH are statistically different from each other. < s.e. >= 615 ± 446
Conclusions:VESPA could be used to examine the difference between galaxies
in voids, and in walls.
BH et al (2012) in prep.

Optimal stacking with VESPA
VESPA can recover SFRH with more time solutions, and higher accuracy, for
increasingly higher signal-to-noise galaxy spectra.
SDSS LRG spectra (especially at higher redshift) can have low s-n.
To maximise the recovered solutions available to VESPA we follow Tojeiro et
al (2011), who show that stacking sets of 200 (LRG) spectra produces the
optimal s-n.
Further stacking more spectra, continues to improve the s-n, but the errors
in the recovered solutions are dominated by the uncertainties in the stellar
population models.
We choose to construct stacks with ~200 LRGs.
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Explicitly, we determine the following quantities from the VESPA output, to use in our statistical
tests
For each stack
-- The recovered Star Formation Rate Histories,
in the rest frame , of the galaxy (stack) block.
-- The recovered Star Formation Rate Histories,
in the common frame .
For each block B
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B

=

For each redshift slice z

Az =

X
B

AB (z)/12 -- The mean value of

A_B at each redshift

For the entire sample: (120) blocks

µ =< AB > -- The mean value of A_B over all blocks

-- The dispersion describing re-binning from the rest- to common- frame.
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rest-frame SFRH for various input cosmic
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We concentrate on time bin 15, because the
majority of star formation occurred in this
epoch for LRGs. SFR is dependent on many
variables, and the central limit theorem implies
the resulting distribution can be treated as a
Gaussian.
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Simulated data
We create simulated data, to test our routines, and to determine expected levels of dispersion
(which could mimic inhomogeneity) from sims created assuming homogeneity.
The simulations are created at the level of the
rest-frame SFRH for various input cosmic
(common frame) star formation rates.
We do not create mock spectra, and analyse
them with VESPA here (too expensive), although
this has been done before.
We map the input SFR to the rest-frame
time-bins of each block. We add Gaussian
noise to the SFR solution for each stack,
with magnitude drawn directly from the
data (for block B).
SF Rs (TB , ⌧ 0 ) = SF Rs (TB , ⌧ 0 ) ⇥ (1
p
0
+G( B (⌧ ) ⇤ (N s)/AB (⌧ 0 ))

We re-bin back to the common
frame and determine all of the
quantities as before.
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consistent with the error we have associated to them. This is the usual Student t-test.
An inhomogeneity could appear as an outlier, or a set of outliers in this distribution.
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Student t-distribution I
We examine the distribution of measured values of Star Formation around the mean, and see if it is
consistent with the error we have associated to them. This is the usual Student t-test.
An inhomogeneity could appear as an outlier, or a set of outliers in this distribution.

We perform 1000 sets of simulations for
each input SFR.
The grey regions are the 95% dispersion.

0.99 <

2

/(120

2) < 1.1

The added dispersion from re-binning
correctly accounts for the dispersion in the
data
The data distribution is consistent with the
theoretical t-distribution 2

⇠ 1.0
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We can formally compute the full probability that all blocks are consistent with being drawn
from a Gaussian distribution. By definition a homogeneous distribution is described well by its
error components. If additional error components are favored by the data, then the distribution
is no longer homogeneous.

We introduce a free parameter V, scaled to the mean,
which we use as the test of homogeneity.
Any V which is favored, implies an additional error
component should be added to the data to describe it
as an (homogeneous) Gaussian distribution. Allowed
values of V are the constraint on homogeneity.

P (V ) = ⇧B PB (V )
The peak of the pdf P(V) is at V=0 .
The data does not require an additional error
component to describe it as a Gaussian distribution.
We can integrate along the pdf until we enclose 95%
and determine the value of V allowed at this
confidence level:

p

V = 5.6%

Full probability distribution II
If we use the Star Formation Rate as a proxy for homogeneity,
and compare regions smoothed on scales of ~350Mpc, in the
volume described by 0.2<z<0.5 of ~10,000 square degrees of the
Northern sky, between the look-back times of 11-13.5 Gyrs, we
find that everywhere looks the same (homogeneity) to 5.6% (at
95% confidence)

p

V = 5.6%
at the 95% confidence level.
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This general test of consistency with homogeneity is
sensitive to;
Non Universal Bang-Times leading to LRGs forming at
different times.
A redshift-time relation differing from concordance
cosmology.
Different levels of star formation (irrespective of the cause,
e.g., different environments or physics).
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volume described by 0.2<z<0.5 of ~10,000 square degrees of the
Northern sky, between the look-back times of 11-13.5 Gyrs, we
find that everywhere looks the same (homogeneity) to 5.6% (at
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This general test of consistency with homogeneity is
sensitive to;
Non Universal Bang-Times leading to LRGs forming at
different times.
A redshift-time relation differing from concordance
cosmology.
Different levels of star formation (irrespective of the cause,
e.g., different environments or physics).

p

V = 5.6%
at the 95% confidence level.

Note, this is still a test of ‘consistency’ with homogeneity, because we haven’t yet
ruled out that some weird combination of the above could mimic homogeneity.

Combing all time bins
<Preliminary work> We can tentatively explore the other time bins, which
also contain information, but they are harder to extract constraints from.

Recall that we only expect low amounts of
star formation in younger time bins for LRGs.
Furthermore, we never allow -ve SFR values,
so the distributions become log normal.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Conclusions

Homogeneity can be used to replace dark energy, but not consistently with
observations.
Described a new test of homogeneity, using the distribution of Star
Formation Rate Histories (SFH) as a proxy for homogeneity.
Shown how VESPA can extract SFH from SDSS LRG stacked spectra.
Sketched what the effect of voids (~10 Mpc/h) would have on the
distributions of VESPA recovered SFR.
Accounted for systematics from redshift re-binning.
Used the t-distribution as a sanity check.
Computed the full probability distribution, that the SFH is consistent with a
Gaussian (homogeneous) distribution.
Quantifyied an addition of a some possible systematic error ‘V’ which
allows the data to departure from a homogeneous (Gaussian) distribution.
We find that V=0 is the most likely value, and that V < 6% at the 95% level.

Using SFRH as a proxy, the Universe looks homogeneous, between 11.5-13.5 Gys
ago, over the full SDSS footprint, for galaxy blocks between 0.2<z<0.5.

•
•

This is still a consistency check with homogeneity, because we haven’t yet
ruled out some strange combination of processes.
We note that there is more info in each of the time distributions, but
difficult to extract and compare with a model.

Student t-distribution II
We can also use the student t-test, calibrated to the simulations as a 0th
order test of inhomogeneity, by examining the distribution of outliers
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We can also use the student t-test, calibrated to the simulations as a 0th
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